600 deaths in one state in two months due to DENGUE
MOSQUITO ExNoRa

MUSTQUITO

A SMALL CREATURE but the BIGGEST ENEMY of HUMANKIND
MONSTER MOSQUITO
MOSQUITO
THE WORST COMMON ENEMY
OF HUMANKIND
EVERY YEAR 300 MILLION PEOPLE world over are affected, hospitalised, paralysed & crippled by diseases brought by Mosquitoes.

MOSQUITO is the COMMON ENEMY of HUMAN KIND of all CASTES, COLOURS, FAITHS, LANGUAGES & NATIONS. HUMAN KIND joins together and declares the 3rd WORLD WAR against MOSQUITOES and FINISH it.
MOSQUITO is the most serious CHALLENGE that the HUMANKIND FACES, as HUMANS are BITTEN, INJECTED, NIBBLED, PRICKED, PUNCTURED, PIERCED, STUNG & POUNDED every second by the MINUSCULE BIRD called MOSQUITO, a “WINGED VAMPIRE”, “FLYING LEECH”, “AIRBORNE DEVIL”, “BLOODSUCKING PARASITE”, “INTER-COT-BALLISTIC-MISSILE” ICBM, “MINUTEST MONSTER”, “ENEMY WITHIN” & “HIDE & ATTACK GORILLA”
Mosquitoes kill more humans each year than all other animals combined and Mosquitoes kill more humans than even HUMANS killing HUMANS
The eight WORST diseases brought by mosquitoes:

Chikungunya  Dengue  Filariasis  Malaria

Brain Fever  Yellow Fever  West Nile Fever  ZIKA Fever

Mosquitoes kill more humans each year than all other animals combined and mosquitoes kill more humans than even HUMANS killing HUMANS.

“One section of the society is not enemy for another. The common enemy for both is MOSQUITO” Join the war against MOSQUITOES via “MUSTQUITO ExNoRa”
The immediate NEXT victim can be the one NEXT to you or your-own-self
Mosquitoes kill humans 25 times more than humans killing humans. Malaria causes more deaths than all the wars & civil wars.

Every year, nearly 2 million people die of Malaria.

Over 120 million are affected by Filariasis.

The diseases brought by MOSQUITOS.

Dengue Fever

The Common Enemy

Fight it by volunteering to be an ExNoRa MOSQUITO MUSKETEER.
CHIKUNGUNYA

Join the war against MOSQUITOES via “MUSTQUITO ExNoRa”

CHIKUNGUNYA is against “JEEVAN SHAASTRA, LIFE SCIENCE, for LIVING as HUMAN BEING”
Chikungunya

Chikungunya outbreaks
- West African strain of virus
- Asian strain
- East/Central/South African strain

Mosquito ranges
- Areas infested with Ae. aegypti
- Areas infested with Ae. albopictus
- Areas infested with both Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus

2013 to present (virus carried from Far East)
2010
2007
2005 to present (African strain from Kenya emerges)
1952: virus first identified
pre-1958 to present (Asian strain emerges)
DENGUE is against “JEEVAN SHAASTRA, LIFE SCIENCE, for LIVING as HUMAN BEING”

It may become too late. Act Now itself. Join the war against MOSQUITOES via “MUSTQUITO ExNoRa”

“JEEVAN SHAASTRA, LIFE SCIENCE, for LIVING as HUMAN BEING”
600 DEATHS in one INDIAN STATE in just two months due to DENGUE
2015 most dengue affected nations. These Nations should immediately introduce MUSTQUITO
FILARIASIS

Somali woman leg got ballooned

Join the war against MOSQUITOES via “MUSTQUITO ExNoRa”

ELEPHANTIASIS is against “JEEVAN SHAstra, LIFE SCIENCE, for LIVING as HUMAN BEING”

Can one then ever stand before a mirror & look at his / her own-self?
Lymphatic Filariasis Endemic Countries and Territories

FILARIASIS
ENCEPHALITIS (Brain Fever)

It may become too late. Act Now itself. Join the war against MOSQUITOES via “MUSTQUITO ExNoRa”

ENCEPHALITIS is against “JEEVAN SHASTRA, LIFE SCIENCE, for LIVING as HUMAN BEING”

Swelling in one part of the BRAIN
Geographic Distribution of Japanese Encephalitis Virus

BRAIN FEVER

Encephalitis
MALARIA

Mosquitoes kill HUMANS 50 times more than “HUMANS-KILLING-HUMANS”. Malaria causes more deaths than all the wars & civil wars. Join the war against MOSQUITOES via “MUSTQUITO ExNoRa”
Malaria Map

Malaria-Endemic Countries

- Malaria Endemic
- Not Malaria Endemic

*Note: In this map, countries with areas endemic for malaria are shaded completely even if transmission occurs only in a small part of the country. For more specific within-country malaria transmission information, please see the Yellow Fever and Malaria Information, by Country section in Chapter 3 and the CDC Malaria Map Application (www.cdc.gov/malaria/map).
WEST NILE VIRUS

Join the war against MOSQUITOES via “MUSTQUITO ExNoRa”

MOSQUITO ExNoRa

WEST NILE VIRUS is against “JEEVAN SHAstra, LIFE SCIENCE, for LIVING as HUMAN BEING”

Prevalent in European Union States. Go there vaccinated
YELLOW FEVER

Join the war against MOSQUITOES via “MUSTQUITO ExNoRa”

Highly Prevalent in many African & South American Nations. Go there vaccinated

YELLOW FEVER is against “JEEVAN SHAASTRA, LIFE SCIENCE, for LIVING as HUMAN BEING”
The worst of mosquito brought diseases
The **ZIKA VIRUS**, transmitted by the aggressive **AEDES AEGYPTI** mosquito, has now spread to at least 25 countries. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is warning pregnant women against travel to those areas; health officials in several of those countries are telling female citizens to avoid becoming pregnant, in some cases for up to two years.

Create a team of three by name **TROIKA** to deal with and say **GOOD BYE** to **ZIKA**
“CDC expands ZIKA VIRUS ALERT; more countries issue pregnancy warnings.” (type this topic & Google, you will get descriptive article by CNN)

THERE IS NO PREVENTION OR TREATMENT for ZIKA VIRUS
Countries with evidence of Zika virus transmission

- Red: Locally acquired cases
- Pink: Serosurvey data only

SOURCE: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Researchers consider the US States highlighted are vulnerable for ZIKA

Areas where the mosquitoes that can carry the disease live
Mosquitoes did not spare even the lives of Godmen, VVIPs, Doctors & Service Minded.

- Self-proclaimed GOD “Jehovah” died of Malaria
- FILM WORLD BRAHMA YASH CHOPRA died due to Dengue
- Dr Sumedh Pazare Doctor Mumbai BYL Hospital died of dengue
- Dr Shruthi of KEM Hospital died due to DENGUE
More Hindus, Muslims, Christians & others get killed by mosquitoes.

HUMANKIND should collectively fight its COMMON ENEMY MOSQUITO thru the 3rd WORLD WAR against the enemy of humans
MOSQUITO, the COMMON ENEMY of HUMANS is SECULAR & is not bothered even about BLOOD GROUPS & people of all the RELIGIONS are equally affected by MOSQUITOES.

All the PEOPLE of all the FAITHS of all the NATIONS were affected by DENGUE, the COMMON ENEMY. People of all FAITHS should join to FIGHT the COMMON ENEMY.
### THE COMMON ENEMIES OF HUMANKIND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PEOPLE of one RELIGION</th>
<th>are not ENEMIES of</th>
<th>PEOPLE of another RELIGION.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOLKS of one RACE</td>
<td>are not the FOES of</td>
<td>FOLKS of another RACE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FELLOWS of one COLOUR</td>
<td>are not the OPPONENTS of</td>
<td>FELLOWS of another COLOUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERSONS of one LANGUAGE</td>
<td>are not the ANTAGONISTS of</td>
<td>PERSONS of another LANGUAGE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUMANS of one REGION</td>
<td>are not the RIVALS of</td>
<td>HUMANS of another REGION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEN of one CASTE</td>
<td>are not the ADVERSARIES of</td>
<td>MEN of another CASTE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then who are their real enemies?
REMEMBER THIS
“For people of one section, people of another section is not enemy”

but the COMMON ENEMIES for one & all are GLOBALLY:
CLIMATE CHANGE &
LOCALLY: MOSQUITOES

KIDS TEACH ELDERS

One colour is not enemy of another

In between 100 common enemies

One Religion is not enemy of another

GLOBALLY:
Climate Change

&

LOCALLY:
Mosquitoes
Humankind has 100 COMMON ENEMIES, from globally CLIMATE CHANGE to locally MOSQUITOES.
Next to mosquitoes and bacteria / virus, Humans are killed by Humans themselves. Among several, the main cause for human death is COMMUNALISM and the consequent HATE.
The breakthrough to end COMMINALISM & HATE is Maa for Harmony & its 100 “Worship Relationship” concepts, Then you can easily GIVE the GATE to “HATE”

Please see www.maa4harmony.org
declares 3rd World WAR against MOSQUITOES.

It has been made a SIMPLE & EASY WAR. It is a war fighting mosquito, not after it took wings, but dealing AT SOURCE PREVENTING ITS VERY BREEDING by Stopping & Stalling Stagnation (S3).
The entire humanity across Nations will join hands and will fight together the 3rd World War against the hundreds of common enemies of the Planet & the People.

From GLOBALLY “Climate Change” to LOCALLY “Mosquitoes” which are all working overtime and taking every minute hundreds of innocent precious lives.

“JEEVAN SHASTRA, LIFE SCIENCE, for LIVING as HUMAN BEING”
MOSQUITOES KILL PEOPLE 50 TIMES MORE THAN WARS & CIVIL WARS
6 FEET TALL MAN DONE TO DEATH BY TINY, MINUTE, MINUSCULE MOSQUITO

PONDER